GANS DEEP KLENE
ROLLER CLEANER AND CONDITIONER
ITEM NUMBER S-1833

A roller cleaner that protects and conditions your entire ink train!

Gans DEEP KLENE is a super-concentrated roller cleaner and conditioner used for the cleaning of ink rollers. This product is ideal for extreme color washes, or when having to change from dark colors to lights.

Your expensive press needs a DEEP KLENE only Gans can provide! Improve print performance while PROTECTING and PRESERVING your rubber rollers!

When used regularly, Gans DEEP KLENE will add plasticizers to the rubber rollers that conventional roller washes leach out through repeated wash-ups. Gans DEEP KLENE will effectively remove gum glaze, paper glaze, deep ground-in ink pigment and friction glaze from the roller train.

KEY BENEFITS

• Most effective when used regularly, such as when changing colors.
• Reconditions and rejuvenates rubber rollers with every application.
• More effective than other harsher chemicals.
• Unlocks and removes dried ink pigment and vehicle deposits.
• Dramatically improves ink transfer within the roller train.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING

Rinse off the inking rollers with an appropriate cleaning solvent, such as Gans Autowash 642L.A. or Gans Aqua Wash. Disengage the wash-up device or wash-up blade and apply Gans DEEP KLENE to the inking rollers, allowing it to work into the roller train for two to three minutes. Engage the wash-up device or wash-up blade and reapply wash or water until the rollers appear clean.